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nother edition of
Women’s Hub it is and
today is Children’s
Day! I will want to
start by recommending that you prepare both meals we have
for you this week on our food section
for your children today. We share how
to make two plantain meals namely Pastelon (Plantain Lasagna) and Jibarito
Plantain & Steak Sandwich. They will
love them.
Gracing our cover this week is Kwavi Agbeyegbe, and she is empowering
women in their 50s and above. Currently
in Nigeria on invitation by GAIA Africa Women's Club to give a talk about
‘Living Your Best Life After 50’, indeed,
Kwavi has a lot to share on healthy living.
In the second episode of FIRE SESSIONS
showing on DSTV 259 on Thursdays by
7:30pm WAT, and hosted by me, I spoke
with the beautiful and brainy Ndidi
Nwuneli, Co-Founder/Executive Chair,
Sahel Consulting Agriculture & Nutrition. Her ‘Fire’ story was very inspiring.
Do you know there are beliefs you must
become to make the life you want real?
Reading this article will shed more light
to what we mean.
Still in celebration of children’s day today, our in-house contributor and medical doctor creatively writes on childhood
obesity.
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Also, you would agree with me that there
have been times in your life when you
felt something would turn out badly but
it became better. Such was the situation
depicted in our story titled ‘I Almost
Thought Marriage Wasn’t For Me’.
I know you are in agreement with me
when I say self-doubt is very detrimental
to your mental health. So, when we say in
another article in this edition, ‘Believe In
Yourself ’, we mean exactly that. Self-belief can be built even before becoming
teenagers, to becoming teenagers and of
course to adulthood.
Themed #AChocolateLoveStory, Ini
Dima-Okojie and Abasi Ene-Obong
recently had their traditional marriage,
and the display of different styles from
the chocolate brown themed outfits were
indeed pleasing to our eyes. In our fashion section, we show some outstanding
designs as worn by some female celebrities.
Again, please remember to ensure you
give your children or children around
you an amazing Children’s Day to remember!
Cheers!

Associate Editor, BusinessDay
kemi@businessdayonline.com
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Kwavi Agbeyegbe is a certified life coach for women 50 and beyond,
an author (50 Questions to Answer When Your Reach 50), speaker
and a lifelong member of Team Have Fun. She’s on a mission to empower a million women in their 50s and over to create the life of their
dreams and change the world for the better.
She uses powerful tools and empowering knowledge to help them
take control of their lives on their own terms and embrace this next
chapter as a fascinating and exciting journey.
Agbeyegbe uses her private coaching program – Becoming HER, her
online community - Flourish and international retreats to inspire
women all over the world to transform their lives. She also hosts
The Simply Vibrant Life, a 7-day international retreat which she
has hosted in Phuket, Thailand, Bali, Indonesia and Marrakech, Morocco. Her next retreat is in September, 2022 and will be hosted in
Greece.
She’s the host of the YouTube show titled, ‘50 Shades of Over 50’
on her channel KwaviTV. A show she created to make an impact in
the lives of women and change the negative narrative surrounding
women in their 50s and beyond. She is currently Ms. Classic Georgia
Global Continental 2022.
Clients have praised her “motivational, fun style” and “simple, yet
practical suggestions” which inspire women to take action and in the
process thrive and shine in midlife.
Kwavi received her B.Sc. in Information Technology from the Thames
Valley University in the United Kingdom, and obtained a Master’s
in Medical Informatics degree from Northwestern University in Chicago. She is a Certified Life Coach through The Life Coach School.
She supports several local charities each year, including the efforts to
end sex trafficking.
WE LIVE IN A YOUTH
OBSESSED SOCIETY
THAT ISN'T KIND TO
WOMEN IN THEIR 50S
AND BEYOND

She is a wife and mother to 2 teenage boys. She is a blogger with the
Huffington Post and Thrive and has been featured on CBS, NBC,
ABC, Best Self Magazine and the Atlanta Journal Constitution.
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Tell us about your years of growing up

Why and how are you on a mission to
empower a million women in their 50s?

grew up in a family where I was
encouraged to strive to become
whoever I wanted to be. My father
especially instilled in me from a
young age that I can achieve any
goal and that foundation has helped me to
this day.

We live in a youth obsessed society that isn't
kind to women in their 50s and beyond. I decided to empower a million women after I did
those interviews and learnt about how women feel after they hit 50. I did some research
and found out that it's not uncommon for
women to feel invisible after 50 and there are
loads of researches on the topic. I knew that
I had to do something about it one woman
over 50 at a time. That was one of the reasons
for writing my book, 50 Questions to Ask
When You Reach 50. I'm doing it through
my social media platforms - TikTok (where
I have most of my followers 56K) @kwavi_tv
and on Instagram @kwavi_tv. I'm also using
my YouTube show 50 Shades of Over 50 to
share the stories of women 50 and over to
inspire other women and through my online
program - Becoming Her (private coaching
program), my retreats (Greece in September)
and Flourish (my online global community)

Why the decision to be coach for
women 50 and above?
A few years ago before I turned 50, I interviewed women in their 50s and over to get
some advice. Unfortunately, I was disappointed because 80% of the women I interviewed described themselves as invisible. It
was heart breaking to hear that. These women had accomplished a lot and know they
were at an age where they can share their
knowledge and they felt they were no longer
seen in society.

Tell us about ‘Becoming Her’ and
‘Flourish’

IT'S NOT UNCOMMON FOR WOMEN
TO FEEL INVISIBLE AFTER 50 AND
THERE ARE LOADS OF RESEARCHES
ON THIS TOPIC

Tell us about Team Have Fun
Team have fun is all about doing what you
love and adding fun to it. It's giving yourself
permission to go back to your childhood
memories and remembering what you enjoyed and finding ways to bring that back
into your life. Your personal and business relationships improve when you add fun.

Becoming Her is my signature program
where I help women to become themselves
through my private one-on-on online coaching program. ‘Her’ is whoever my client wants
to become. They have given themselves permission to become and I help them by asking
the questions to help them get them where
they now begin to think differently and realize that the possibilities available to them are
endless. It's a beautiful journey albeit challenging but so worth it. Essentially, they are
on a path to regret-proof their life. Flourish
is my online global community where we
grow as a group on different levels. I cover
your core self, relationships, health and wellness, sleep, sex and finances. I share with the
women how to essentially create a future
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BECOMING HER IS MY
SIGNATURE PROGRAM WHERE
I HELP WOMEN TO BECOME
THEMSELVES THROUGH MY
PRIVATE ONE-ON-ON ONLINE
COACHING PROGRAM

more exciting than their past. The
women are from all over the world.
What is The Simply Vibrant Life
about?
The Simply Vibrant Life (SVL) is my
7 day retreat program. I've held the
SVL in Thailand, Bali and Morocco. The next retreat will be held in
Greece in September 2022. I created
SVL to offer women a pampered retreat where they focus on themselves.
It's always held in a private villa with
magnificent views, a private chef,
group coaching and fabulous local
adventures. The goal is for them to
take a break from their normally hectic lifestyle and focus on themselves
and what they want.
Share with us on '50 Shades of
Over 50'
I created the show ‘50 Shades of Over
50’ to showcase the voices of women
in their 50s and beyond. I want the
show to inspire women in their 50s
and over, and also inspire the younger women to see that we are doing

Women’s Hub
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THE GOAL OF 'SIMPLY
VIBRANT LIFE' IS FOR
WOMEN TO TAKE A
BREAK FROM THEIR
HECTIC LIFESTYLE
AND FOCUS ON
THEMSELVES

Women’s Hub
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amazing things and not letting our age stop us
from going after our goals.
How important is taking health seriously
especially at midlife?
It is more important now. You might have gotten away in your younger years, but midlife is
nature's way of saying it's time to be serious. As
we get older, we are more susceptible to certain
diseases however, I believe in the saying ‘genes
load the gun but your lifestyle pulls the trigger.’
No matter what runs in your family, your lifestyle can make a difference to the outcome.

I'M IN NIGERIA ON INVITATION BY
GAIA AFRICA WOMEN'S CLUB TO
GIVE A TALK ABOUT LIVING YOUR
BEST LIFE AFTER 50

Why should we take healthy living
seriously?
We are more susceptible to certain diseases as
we get older.
Is it ever too late to take health seriously?
No. There is an old Chinese saying "The best
time to plant a tree was 20 years ago the next
best time is now.”

I CREATED THE SHOW ‘50 SHADES
OF OVER 50’ TO SHOWCASE THE
VOICES OF WOMEN IN THEIR 50S
AND BEYOND

When did you decide to take your health
seriously and what are the results so far?
I started my health journey when I was 18 and
have not looked back. I've seen the results in my
life especially the way I feel.

Among your numerous clients, is there a
particular inspiring story you would want
to share?
There a numerous inspiring stories. One I'd love
to share is my 64 year old client, who felt like
her life was over. She had retired from being a
principal. She had just lost her mother and felt
she was in a dark hole. She felt stuck and that life
was passing her by and she wasn't sure what to
do next. She has since lost more than 40 pounds
and has gone on to create an online business.
She works out regularly and constantly tells herself “I can't believe this is me.” She is now inspiring other women through her work.

What are you in Nigeria for?
I'm here to see my mum and also for a talk at
GAIA Africa Women's Club. My mum lives in
Benin and it was her birthday on Friday but I
am in Lagos to give a talk about Living Your
Best Life After 50.

Tell us about being Ms. Classic Georgia
Global Continental 2022
When I was 16, I wanted to participate in a
beauty pageant but didn't. Fast forward to 37
years later and I decided to compete in a pageant. The title Ms. Classic is for women aged 45
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and up. Last October, I decided to go for it even
though the odds were against me if you looked
at the stats. Most pageant participants are white
(I'm black), have long hair (I have short hair)
and are in their 20s (I'm 54). I finally decided
that I was going to compete and be an example
of what's possible. I won the Georgia title and
will be competing for the national title in June
2022.

Women’s Hub

MIDLIFE IS NATURE'S WAY OF SAYING
IT IS TIME TO BE SERIOUS WITH YOUR
HEALTH

I choose to become an advocate to end sex trafficking after watching a video from the Mirabel
centre that someone sent to me.

WE NEED TO TAKE HEALTHY LIVING
SERIOUSLY BECAUSE WE ARE MORE
SUSCEPTIBLE TO CERTAIN DISEASES
AS WE GET OLDER

What is your unforgettable day?
The day I met my husband for the first time at
Atlanta airport. We were introduced by friends
and had spoken every day for a month after
meeting over the phone. We made a decision
not to send photos. Well, I suggested it. After
a month of speaking daily, he booked a flight
to come see me in person in Atlanta from New
York. We had a great rapport over the phone but
yet to meet. This could be great or plain awkward. Fortunately, it was over the top amazing
and we've been happily married for 22 years.

I couldn’t sleep for days. I kept thinking about
the Kids. I contacted the owner and told her I
was interested in raising money for the organisation. I created a 5k race called The Kwavithon
Global in Lagos and raised money. I did this in
2017 and 2018. I was unable to do it in 2019 and
then in 2020 I was unable to do it because of
COVID. I plan on continuing the Kwavithon
race to help the Mirabel centre.
I also had an all white event to help a local charity that provides housing for runaway teens.
Runaway teens are normally easy targets for sex
traffickers.
Currently, I’m working with a local organisation
in Atlanta called ‘Out Of Darkness’ to prevent
sex trafficking.
I’ve also adopted a local orphanage in my hometown of Benin city.
Final words

Why the choice of campaigning against
sex trafficking as your choice of charity
support?

It's not too late and you're not too old to go after
your goals.
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What Beliefs Must You
Become to Make the
Life You Want Real?
B Y G L A D Y S A G WA I

Y

“Your beliefs become your thoughts, your thoughts
become your words, your words become your
actions, your actions become your habits, your
habits become your values; your values become
your destiny.” Mahatma Gandhi

our personal identity encompasses all your
memories, experiences, relationships, and
values. It includes your interests, likes, dislikes, talents, abilities, values, beliefs, and
goals. Other factors that play a role in creating your personal identity is your culture and your subconscious agreement to societal labels. Too often you attach your
identity to how other people see you hiding your true personal
identity. All this creates a powerful sense of who you are. What
personal identity have you created and chosen for yourself? Is it
one with a limiting or empowering belief? The choice you make

will determine how you show up and your results.
A belief is your acceptance, agreement, trust, faith, or confidence that something is true and exists. It is a story you have
been telling yourself throughout your life unconsciously looking to prove its existence. Because that is your focus, you find
your proof which leaves you certain of its truth. You will create
more limitation or potential depending on whether you have
a limiting or empowering belief. When you have empowering
beliefs, your achievements can feel almost effortless. Limiting
beliefs will creep up on you and can feel like you are pushing a
boulder up a hill making it harder to get results.
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Now you understand better the potent influence your beliefs
have on your identity and results. How much more potential could you create and accomplish if “every” belief you
had completely sustains, supports, and nurtures you? How
much are you getting in your own way when showing up
with your limiting beliefs? The most common self-limiting
catch phrases you must change are I do not have time, I cannot, I cannot because I am not, I am not enough, I will be
judged, I am not as good them, I have failed, I am stupid, or
I can never do this. Which phrases are you using to describe
you before making a move?
Most people have a hunger for authenticity that guides them
through every age and aspect of life. This drives you to explore work, relationships, play, and spirituality that all align
with your self-image. You will experience regret when there
is misalignment to being true to yourself. When you do
not act in opposition to your values or personality, you are
aligned. Correct your misalignment by understanding your:
Patterns and Habits: You must understand your thoughts,
behaviors, emotions, and actions and then practice reframing them. If you have been practicing for a long time a limiting belief (not worthy, capable, enough) in who you are and
what you can achieve, it will feel awkward to change. You
must practice empowering beliefs (I AM worthy, capable,
enough) to see better results.
Decision Making: You are constantly making small and big
decisions. When making these decisions it is critical that
you know which one of you is showing up. Stop making de-

cisions that are out of line with who you are. You decide if
your limiting or empowering self will be present on any given situation. Be aware of your body language, tone of voice,
and focus on the negative.
Tony Robbins shared some empowering beliefs that successful people have. The three that I like most are 1) “I am
responsible for the life I create.”, 2) “Failure means nothing
to me. I look for outcomes and if the outcomes are not what
I expect, then I assess what I need to do to change those
outcomes.” and 3) “I never stop trying to be the best person I
can be.” Achieve sustainable success by making the choice to
work on your belief system which determines your identity.
Do not act on any beliefs that are limiting you in any way.
Be open to realizing your full potential and take ownership
of how you show up controlling what you think, believe, say,
and do. Reflect and answer the questions below and drive
your momentum to achieve your results:
•

What results do you want over the next 6-12 months?
Why?

•

What actions will get you those results?

•

What are your empowering/limiting beliefs and certainty/uncertainty?

•

What is your current potential and what does it need
to become to achieve your results? How will you close
the gap?

•

What will it cost you to not live up to your full potential?

“We all make mistakes, have struggles, and even regret things in our past. But you are not your mistakes, you
are not your struggles, and you are here NOW with the power to shape your day and your future.”
- Steve Maraboli

Gladys Agwai spent 30 years as a corporate executive leader within IBM in the US, Nigeria, Ghana,
and Kenya. Her leadership experiences spanned
across multiple functional areas, such as, Sales,
Marketing, Financial, and Operations, key industries in Public Sector, Banking, Telecommunications, and Small Medium Enterprises, and cultures. She received multiple top leadership and

sales awards throughout her career. She was sought
out for an IBM Executive Loan program where she
spent seven years working with the Committee for
the Olympic Games with game changing thought
leadership on its resource strategy that was implemented for future Olympic games. She is the
Founder & CEO of Ignite Within.
Gladys Agwai can be reached at ignitewithin.org.
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H

arry sat down in
the waiting room
of the clinic where
he had brought his
children to see their
specialist doctor. He’d never imagined
that things were going to get to this point
where his children had become regulars at a heart clinic before they became
teenagers, not to talk of adulthood. His
wife was also recovering from a stroke
that had left her with some movement
deficits and he had brought her for physiotherapy at the same clinic too. He was
truly fortunate that none of his loved
ones had even died, and in the midst of
all that was happening he kept counting
his blessings.
He remembered his childhood. He had
grown up in a comfortable home and
his parents had spoilt him ignorantly by making sure he had access to any
type of soft drinks, biscuits, sweets and
niceties that he wanted. His parents had
waited 15 years for his arrival and when
he came, nothing was off limits to their
precious son including food. He practically decided the type of foods he wanted and he remembered that he ate fried
ripe plantain (dodo), fried eggs and an
assortment of meats at least once a day.
He was quite overweight and his mother
loved it because according to her, ‘their
son looked well taken care of ’.
Harry’s parents were also very protective
so he didn’t spend a lot of time outdoors.
As soon as he returned from school, he
was literally locked indoors with very little physical activity or exercise. His parents also bought the latest video games
for him to keep him from getting bored
and that was supplemented with a lot of
television. It was only when he resumed
at a boarding secondary school where
he started getting physically active, and
his access to sodas and sweets were cut
off that his weight dropped. As soon as
the holidays began, it was back to being
‘pumped up’ again by his mother because
he had to look like someone that money was being spent on. He had always

been on the heavy side, and didn’t have
any memory of himself having a normal
weight.
His wife’s journey was a bit different. She
had grown up in an abusive environment, watching her mother eat whenever
she was sad (which was a lot of the time.)
Food was used as a coping mechanism
and that was the same tool she still used.
Even though their marriage was great,
her career was really stressful and she
used food to cope because it made her
feel better. She barely had time for herself not to talk of exercising and over the
years, she had become seriously overweight, with complications such as hypertension and diabetes setting in. These
had culminated in her having a stroke at
work and it was just by divine providence
that she was alive.
The thought of his children broke his
heart. He had repeated the same mistakes
his parents made with his children even
on a larger scale. Their portion sizes were
even larger than his had been and the
processed foods his children consumed
had a lot of salt in them, in addition to
sugar. His children were overweight and
he had always blamed their genes for
it; he had been told that in their family,
they had big bones. It wasn’t until one
of his children collapsed at school one
day that they realised that the child was
hypertensive. The doctor decided to run
comprehensive tests on all of them and
they were all hypertensive and pre-diabetic. He had no idea up until that time
that children could have hypertension
and diabetes.
The specialist doctor who saw them
helped him to clear many of the misconceptions he had had over the years, starting with the genetic theory. He learnt that
genes contributed less than 5% to cases
of childhood obesity and that parenting
lifestyles (food, activity level, work-related demands), environment and cultures
were influences.
Excessive sugar and fat intake as well as
reduced physical activity were the major
causes. He learnt that 95% of these were
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within their control and he knew that to
live and thrive, they would have to do everything differently.

.
Dr Agility Obi-Ihesie (Dr
Purejoie) is a Consultant Pathologist, Entrepreneur, Life
and Personal growth strategist, and wholesome living
advocate. She is the Founder
of Dr Purejoie Skincare, a safe
ethical skincare brand in Nigeria, and Dr Purejoie Consulting where she helps individuals gain clarity and develop
strategies for personal growth,
relationships, and healthy
wholesome living.
She holds a MBBCh degree
from College of Medicine University of Calabar, a FMCPath
Fellowship in Pathology from
National Postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria, a Certificate in Project Management
in Global Health from University of Washington and a
Certificate in Entrepreneurial
Management from Enterprise
Development Centre, Pan-Atlantic University (CEM51
Class). She can be reached at
agility.obiihesie@gmail.com.
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met Steven in my 100-level. I
had avoided any romantic relationships since giving my life
to Christ in August 2003. I remember that time vividly. I had
planned to go and see my boyfriend, Ope,
to spend Valentine's weekend with him.
Ope's dad was working for the National Ports Authority. His dad retired from
the organisation but didn't leave without
helping his son secure a job in the organisation. At that time, you could hardly get
a job without having connections in high
places that could help you land one.
I lied to my dad that I would be spending
the weekend at my late aunt's place. So I
was on my way to my aunt's place to tell
her that I had told my dad I would be at
her place for the weekend. As I entered a
bus, someone handed me a tract whose
title screamed "hell fire". My repentance
began from that vehicle. There and then,
I started contemplating whether I should
still go to see Ope or not.
When I arrived at my aunt's place, my uncle's younger brother, a very fine guy who
I had a crush on, had already given his
life to Christ. He started telling me about
hellfire again. As soon as he finished,
I had already made up my mind that I
wasn't going to see Ope again. I gave my
life to Christ that evening. So, from August 2003 until I was admitted to university, I hadn't been in any serious relationships until that fateful Saturday morning
when I met Steven.
I walked into his elder brother's shop,
a computer training center that served
off-campus students. He asked me a few
questions, and I replied, thinking he was
just one of their clients. I was friends with
them, and I just went to say hello before
heading to read. I left afterwards. The
next morning, at about 7 am, I received
a call from Steven, saying that he would
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love to see me at noon. He revealed he
was related to the business centre owner, who was my friend. I can't remember
how the phone conversation went, but
I was elated to meet him when the call
ended. We met at one of our schools' car
parks, and half way into our conversation, we agreed to begin a relationship. It
all happened so fast. I was 25 years old at
the time, and I was on the lookout for a
relationship that would lead to marriage.
Maybe just maybe that was why this connection happened so fast, I told myself.

was Igbo. I didn't know when I agreed.

Somewhere during the relationship, I
informed him that I had been experiencing an irregular menstrual cycle since it
began at age 9. After revealing that information, I noticed things weren't the same
anymore, and soon later, the relationship
ended.

Fast forward to two years later, we got
married, and we had three kids within
four years. His faith elevated mine. I never imagined in my wildest dreams that
having kids would happen so fast. I guess
miracles do happen when you believe.

At the very start, I told him about my issues with PCOS. At that time, the doctors
had told me it was responsible for my
irregular periods. After learning about
my irregular periods, I expected him to
call it quits as Steven had. Rather, he said
he wanted us to get married. I was wondering what type of man would want to
marry someone he had just met and, on
top of that, someone whose chances of
having children weren't certain.

I constantly thought of how my medical
condition at the time would affect my
chances of getting married and having
kids.
A few months later, I visited a friend at
her office. While I was waiting for her,
her colleague was holding a book titled
"Think and Grow Rich". I asked him to
give me the book so I could just have a
glance. Afterwards, we started a chat. He
told me he had just left a relationship of
six years, and I told him mine had lasted just two years. I didn't think anything
more about our conversation.

.

After a few visits to his office to see my
friend, he asked me out on a date. I didn't
want to be with someone from the Edo
tribe. I was on the lookout for someone
who was Igbo or Yoruba. So I didn't really
take an interest in him. One day. While
we were attending my friend's boss's son's
wedding, he asked if we could have a relationship, and I told him point blank that I
didn't want to date a Benin man. But my
heart softened when he said his mother

Awunli Eghosasere is a writing
consultant that helps leaders
and professionals birth their
thoughts and ideas into books.
She is also the founder of hapiwify.site, a digital platform
that curates resources to help
young women unlock their
potential.
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t least one in every
ten teenager is going through a form of
self-esteem issue. Just
like the average adult
who isn't so comfortable with sudden
change. Sudden change affects the average
teen in a more intense way than the average adult. Change of environment, school,
for some, their parents separating and so
on. It's no news that the period of adolescence is a difficult one because beyond the
body going through transformation, so is
the mind. It's in this stage that the teenager begins to question everything about
themselves and everything that they've
learnt so far. The opinions of other people become a big deal and one careless
remark could ruin from their appetite, to
their day, self-esteem and ultimately life!

BY LONGJOHN DEBORAH
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Another dilemma for the average teen
is allowing themselves to receive love
and compliments from family and close
friends. Sometimes they tag this as "don't
count" because they feel you're telling
them all that good stuff just because of
who you are to them. They go "Well, you
had to say that, you're Mum, you're Dad,
you're my brother, you're my sister, you're
my friend…” and the list goes on. So, they
spend majority of their time struggling
to get validation from outsiders and total
strangers because they feel that's the one
that'll be true since you're not obligated
to.
That could be right but it's also wrong in
so many ways - it takes someone who truly knows you to know your worth. And
the people who love you are the ones who
are most honest with you. When family
and friends compliment or caution you
in love, believe them. They're not saying it
because they need to, they are telling you
because they choose to and they want to.
Also, because that’s the truth, they could
choose not to and nothing will happen
because they don't actually need anything
from you. When loved ones tell you you're
worth it, believe them, because they do

believe what they're saying to you and No,
they're not blinded by their love for you.
The average teen has a picture of their
perfect life. But is that the perfect life for
you? You strive to make these unrealistic
dreams come true and when they don’t,
you're miserable. Having the understanding that your definition of a perfect
life could be incomplete is the best thing
you could ever do for yourself in that
stage. Believe me when I say that in five
years from today, you’d be embarrassed
by the people you craved their attention
and the things that mattered so much to
you won't matter anymore. Building this
picture-perfect world in your head is the
most heart wrenching thing you could
ever do to yourself because we live in an
imperfect world where regular imperfect
people strive to build healthy relationships and enjoy each other in their full
imperfections.
Learn to open up! Yeah, you heard me
- open up! You know what? That secret,
you're so judiciously keeping could one
day leak and you'll realize that it wasn't
that much of a big deal. I know there are
a lot of wolves in sheep clothing these
days but you can’t because of a betrayal
shut out the whole world. There's this saying "the wall you built to keep pain away
could also keep joy away". If you shut
down on the world because of one hurtful
person, you could also shut out the good
people. Learn to open up and receive love
from those who genuinely care about
you. Your followers and fans aren't your
friends. They'll only be there as long as
you're popular and relevant to them. The
moment there's a scandal no matter how
untrue, you'll see their true colours.
Make sure you learn how to receive love
and stop telling the people who love you
the most that they don't count. Actually,
they're the only ones that do count, the
others are just bonuses! Your family and
friends are really all you've got and they're
the ones that'll always stay one hundred
percent with you because they don't really
have anything to lose. But in all, learn to
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appreciate yourself and not wait for validation from others, even your parents.
Because it's how you see yourself that'll
determine how you carry yourself; and
how you carry yourself will eventually
teach people how to treat you. There's
not so much external motivation could
do for you if you don't believe and act on
it. Love yourself. Love your life. Improve
on yourself and life if you don't like what
you see but never change who you are, because that's what makes you unique. It's
who you are that stands you out because
no one can be you, like you!

.
LongJohn Deborah A. is from
Bonny, Rivers state. She is a
Teen mentor and an Emotional Intelligence enthusiast. She
is passionate about the next
generation and is always elated
whenever she gets any opportunity to share life changing
experiences with teenagers.
She believes she is blessed to
bless others and her greatest
goal in life is to live an impactful life and leave a lasting legacy when she exits this world.
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EPISODE 2
Host: Kemi Ajumobi
Guest: Ndidi Nwuneli
Co-Founder/Executive Chair, Sahel Consulting Agriculture & Nutrition

T

his week my guest was
Ndidi Nwuneli. Anyone
who knows her, knows
that she is passionate
about agriculture, the
youths and nation building. It was however interesting to hear her 'fire' moment.
She starts by sharing her greatest influences in life, which she says are her faith
and her parents, both Professors. She says
they introduced her and her siblings to
service early in life.
On her passion for the youths, she reminded me about being told at 28 that
she was the leader of tomorrow, and for a
country whose life expectancy is 57, and
the people who told her she was the leader
of tomorrow told her same in the 70s, 80s,
90s, 2000 and above, and many are still in
public office till date, she submits therefore that it is time the youths get more
involved in nation building because they
are the leaders of TODAY not tomorrow.

“They are our greatest asset hence the setting up of LEAP Africa to inspire the next
generation of African leaders to transform Africa.” She said.
On the importance of literacy, she explains that her company AACE Foods had
to engage their production staff in adult
literacy programmes when they realized
that most of them could only speak Yoruba, which she says is a beautiful language
but to move up the ladder and interact
with suppliers, distributors and to read

manuals for the machines being used, record what was produced daily, they had to
be able to read and write. The class took
place after work and weekends. Interestingly, most of her production staff who
came in as entry level and contract staff to
sort out pepper, ginger and so on, some of
who were also gate men, are now reading
and writing. They are gradually moving
up the ladder and Ndidi says she knows
that perhaps one day, they can also lead
the company too.

On her FIRE SESSION, in 2007, she was
9 months pregnant with her daughter and
her husband was shot in the knee and he
had to be rushed to America. She says he
almost died. So she was 9months pregnant, and also had to care for her husband
and her 3 year old. It was very traumatic
especially because her husband's mum
had died very tragically 6 months earlier “I had to support my husband 110%”
Nwuneli admitted. Thankfully, he survived, but he had to go through 6 months
therapy because he couldn’t walk. Though
LEAP was thriving at that time, she had
to leave suddenly. Through the process, he
told her he wasn’t going to live in Nigeria
anymore or even eat Nigerian food or listen to Nigerian music. He decided he was
going to move to Senegal. He eventually
did, got a private equity job there and she
had to move there with him.

Moving to a country where she didn’t have
a job or understood their language, and
also with toddlers was indeed challenging
for Ndidi. “It was very traumatic. I got a
BA Degree, meaning Begin Again. From
being on the front page of magazines in
Nigeria, to getting a national honour, to
having to go and start again was tough for
my ego and mental health”. Ndidi said.
Nevertheless, she said her faith in God and
her amazing family sustained her. One of
her sisters hosted them for 4 months. Another sister would, every night, order him
exotic food because he no longer wanted
to eat Nigerian food, and the third sister
would call her every day to say “The fight
is fixed and we know who the winner is”.

hope alive, she started writing business
plans. Her first being Oxfam and then she
began to get other projects. It was from
there her 3 companies were born, Sahel
Consulting, Sahel Capital and AACE
foods, all in the midst of her ‘fire’ period.
Today, her marriage is over two decades,
her daughter who was born in the midst
of the challenging period is today an exceptional child.
Another good side to the story is that her
husband has since been back to eating Nigerian food and even running marathons
from initially being unable to walk.
Phenomenal story I dare say!

That mental and emotional support was
so critical. After persevering and keeping

Watch other episodes every Thursday on Wazobiamaxtv on
DSTV 259 and UHF 57 Terrestial (free to air) by 7:30pm WAT
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#AChoc
lateLove
Story
Themed #AChocolateLoveStory, Ini
Dima-Okojie and Abasi Ene-Obong
recently had their traditional marriage, and the display of different styles
from the chocolate brown themed outfits were indeed pleasing to our eyes.
Many brought their A Game and as we
share some with you, we also wish the
couple a happy married life!
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T

his Latin-style (Puerto
Rican) plantain lasagna
combines sweet and savory flavors made with
spiced beef sandwiched
between layers of plantains and topped
with cheese and eggs. It's an absolutely incredible meal for special days or even just
a regular weeknight dinner.
INGREDIENTS

MEALS
TO ENJOY

By ImmaculateBites
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•

3-4 large ripe plantains

•

1 medium onion, chopped

•

3 teaspoons (15 g) garlic, minced

•

1 teaspoon (2 g) cumin

•

1 teaspoon (2g) smoked paprika

•

½ -1 teaspoon (1-2 g) cayenne pepper

•

1 teaspoon (1 g) dried oregano or
thyme

•

¼ teaspoon (0.5 g) ground coriander

•

1 red or green bell pepper, chopped

•

2 tomatoes, chopped or 1 cup tomato
sauce

•

1 pound (453 g) ground beef or
chicken

•

1 16-ounce can black beans, drained
and rinsed

•

3 tablespoons (45 ml) water

•

½ teaspoon (2.5 g) salt

•

1 packet sazón (or 1 tablespoon
chicken bouillon)

•

½ teaspoon (1 g) freshly ground
black pepper

•

¼ cup olives, sliced

•

2-3 green onion, chopped

•

2-3 tablespoons parsley, chopped

•

2 cups (470 g) shredded cheese

•

2-3 large eggs
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Pastelon
(Plantain
Lasagna)
INSTRUCTIONS
Using a sharp knife cut both ends off the
plantain. This will make it easy to grab the
skin of the plantains. Slit a shallow line
down the long seam of the plantain; peel
only as deep as the peel. Remove plantain
peel by pulling it back. Slice the plantains
horizontally into 4-5 pieces depending on
plantains. You may either fry or bake the
plantains. I prefer frying.

FRYING METHOD

• Heat up a large skillet or cast iron
with oil up to ½ inch- medium-high heat
until hot but not smoking.
• Fry the plantain in batches, turning
once, until lightly brown, about 5 minutes. Do not overcrowd the pan (it will
make the plantains to be soggy and absorb excess oil).
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ASSEMBLING

• Spray a deep 8×8 pan with cooking
spray or rub with butter/oil.
• Line the bottom of the baking pan
with the fried plantain. Make sure there is
no space between the plantains.
• Add enough of the beef mixture to
make a layer, just like you would prepare
lasagna. Alternate rows of plantains and
meat until both are used up. Add cheese
in between, if desired.
• In a mixing bowl, whisk the eggs and
pour over the Pastelon. Making sure to
cover the entire thing.
• Add cheese if desired, or only use
cheese
• Bake at 350 degrees F for 25-30
minutes, or until all the egg has cooked
through and the cheese are bubbly.
•

• Use a slotted spoon, transfer the fried
plantains and drain on paper towels.
BAKING METHOD

Spray a baking sheet and place plantains
on them in a single layer; spray lightly
over the plantains using the canola oil
spray and bake at 400 degrees F, turning
over slices, after 8 minutes for about 1220 minutes or till plantains turn slightly
brown.
MAKING THE FILLING

• Next add about 1-2 tablespoons of
oil in a skillet followed by onions, garlic,
cumin, smoked paprika, cayenne, oregano, coriander and sweat for about a minute.
• Then add bell pepper, tomatoes or
tomato sauce, bring to a simmer. Add
ground meat, beans and cook for about
7-10 minutes, while stirring frequently to
prevent burning burn. Add about 3 tablespoons of broth or water as needed. Season with salt, chicken bouillon or sazon
and black pepper.
• Finally add olives , green onions and
parsley, adjust for seasoning. Remove and
set aside

Let it cool then serve warm

TIPS & NOTES:
• If you choose to fry your plantains,
don’t overcrowd the pan. This will cool
the oil too much and result in soggy plantains because they’ll absorb too much oil
before they cook.
• I like to use moderately ripe plantains for this recipe. They don’t fall apart
or soak up tons of oil, making them just
right for layering.
• To keep your filling from burning
while you cook it, add a small amount of
broth or water as needed.
• If you want some heat in this recipe,
just add more cayenne pepper to taste.
You know I always like the option to make
things spicy!
• Please keep in mind that nutritional
information is a rough estimate and can
vary greatly based on the products used.
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Jibarito Plantain and
Steak Sandwiches

J

ibarito Plantain and Steak
Sandwich are Puerto Rican
plantain and steak sandwiches piled high with steak, spicy
mayo, lettuce, tomatoes, and
onions between two fried and smashed
plantains. A sure crowd-pleaser.
INGREDIENTS
PLANTAINS

•

2-3 large green plantains

•

oil for deep frying

SPICY MAYO

•

⅓ cup (77 g) mayonnaise

•

1 teaspoon (5 g) garlic, minced

•

1 teaspoon (5 g) hot sauce

•

½ teaspoon (1 g) chili powder

STEAK

•

½-1 pound (227-454 g) steak, thinly
sliced

•

1 tablespoon (12 g) Sazon seasoning

•

1 teaspoon (2 g) cumin

•

1 teaspoon (1 g) oregano

•

1 teaspoon (5 ml) white vinegar

•

1 tablespoon (14 ml) olive oil

TOPPINGS

•

1 tomato, thinly sliced

•

1 onion, peeled and cut into slivers

•

4 leaves of lettuce

•

4 slices Swiss cheese

• Gently drop the plantains into the oil
using tongs. Do not overcrowd the pan.
Fry each plantain until it is light brown,
about 3-4 minutes on each side.
• Use a large, slotted spoon to remove
the plantains from the oil.
• Place plantains on a chopping board
or flat surface and press down on it firmly
with the back of a heavy plate, bottle or
skillet until flattened. You want them to
be about ¼-inch thick. Repeat with the
remaining slices.
• Refry the flattened pieces in the
375°F/190℃ oil, turning them occasionally for 2-3 minutes, or until they are
golden, transfer them with a slotted spoon
to paper towels to drain, and season them
with salt and pepper.
SPICY MAYO

INSTRUCTIONS

•

Whisk together mayonnaise, garlic,
hot sauce, and chili powder in a medium bowl.

•

Refrigerate until ready to use.

FRYING THE PLANTAINS

• Using a sharp knife, cut the plantains
in half.
• vIn a large skillet, pour vegetable oil
until at least 2-3 inches deep in your frying pan.
• Set the stove to medium heat and wait
until the oil is hot, about 375°F/190℃.

STEAK

•

Season steak with salt, Sazon seasoning, cumin, oregano, vinegar, and olive oil. Set aside.

•

Heat a skillet on medium with 1-2
tablespoons of oil.

•

As soon as the oil is hot, put the steak

in and fry each side for 2-3 minutes
or until it reaches the desired doneness. Remove from the pan and set
aside.
ASSEMBLY

•

Spread some mayonnaise sauce on
the fried plantain.

•

Add tomatoes, onions, beef, lettuce,
and cheese.

•

Top with another plantain.

•

Cut in half and serve!

TIPS & NOTES:
• Want an extra flavorful steak for your
jibarito? Marinate the steak overnight. It
will be juicy and extra delicious when you
cook it up the next day.
• Make sure you get green plantains,
which are still firm enough to be a good
bread substitute. Yellow plantains are softer and sweeter and won’t be firm enough
to hold a sandwich together.
• Be sure to fry the plantains until they
are crispy and drain them well. They’ll be
soft and greasy if you don’t – not a good
combo.
• Please keep in mind that nutritional
information is a rough estimate and can
vary greatly based on the products used
in the recipe.
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